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To: Councillors of the Vale of Belvoir 
 
Dear all,                          13 November 2020  
  
RE: Improvements to the A52, Bottesford Rail Services and AONB 
 
I hope you are well at this difficult time - I write to update you with good news on two of my election commitments 
that I know many of you are deeply committed to and have long campaigned for. 
 
During the election I promised to do all I could to secure improvements to the A52 junction at Bottesford to make 
it safer for residents. Since then I have been holding regular conversations with Highways England requesting a 
robust survey to ascertain what safety improvements are required.  
 
I am pleased to report that Highways England has now completed its survey of the A52 between Saxondale and 
Sedgebrook. This work commenced in October but was unfortunately delayed due to a case of COVID-19 amongst 
the staff undertaking the survey, but it is now complete. Highways England expects to have a plan of potential 
solutions by December, and final designs for improvements by June 2021 subject to budget being secured and the 
required approvals for design and construction. I hope this will mean we see the safety improvements delivered 
in 2021. This will be a great relief to constituents, and whilst there are still more stages to go before safety solutions 
are installed, we now have a road map and I will continue to do all I can to ensure we get the investment we need. 
 
You will also be aware of my commitment to improve our local rail services at Bottesford to benefit all those who 
live in the Vale. A few months ago, I submitted a proposal to the Department for Transport to tackle the current 
issues we face of trains not being frequent enough, unreliable and the service ending too early each day, making 
it unfeasible for residents to rely on trains between Nottingham and Grantham for work and leisure. My proposal 
was submitted jointly with neighbouring MPs Ruth Edwards (Rushcliffe) and Gareth Davies (Grantham and 
Stamford), and makes the case for significantly improving the frequency of the rail service at Bottesford. 
 
Since submitting the proposal, I have continued to lobby Government, holding monthly meetings with Transport 
Ministers to make the case for why these changes are needed. I have also launched an online survey of residents 
to allow me to demonstrate to Government how strong local feeling is that services should be improved. 150 
residents have responded so far, expressing resounding support for improvements. I would be grateful if you could 
kindly encourage residents in your communications with them to respond to the survey 
https://www.aliciakearns.com/bottesford-rail-survey. 
 
Finally, I would be grateful for your views on my plans to secure Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty status for 
the Vale of Belvoir. Whilst this will be a lengthy process, I feel this would be very beneficial to our area and 
finally give the Vale the status it deserves in recognition of its stunning landscapes. I would very much welcome 
any thoughts you may have. 
 
Warmest wishes, 
 
 
 
 
Alicia  
MP for Rutland and Melton 
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